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Abstract: A generalization of the Navier-Stokes equa.-
tions, proposed by Prieur du Plessis and Masliyah to model 
laminar flow through a rigid isotropic granular (non consol-
idated) porous medium of spatially varying permeability, is 
analyzed. Results concerning existence and regularity of solu-
tions, similar to the ones holding the classical Navier-Stokes 
equations, are proved. 
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1 Introduction 
In this work we will prove results concerning existence and regularity of solutions 
of a system of partial differential equations corresponding to a generalization of 
the classical N avier-Stokes equations. The equations were derived by Prieur du 
Plessis and Masliyah [8] in order to model laminar incompressible flow through 
a rigid isotropic granular (non consolidated) porous medium of spatially vary-
ing permeability, and it has been considered a good model for many empirical 
situations occurring, for instance, in petroleum industry. The equations are the 
following: 
{
PUt + pu. V'(;) -/-Ltlu + nV'p + /-LF(n)u = png 
div u = 0 em QT, 
u(x,O) = uo(x) Vx E n, 
u(x,t) = 0 Vt E (O,T) Vx E an. 
in QT, 
Here, n c JRd, with d = 2 or 3, is an open, regular, bounded set corresponding 
to the granular region where the flow is occurring; the boundar.y of n is denoted 
an. 0 < T is the final time being considered in the problem. 
The unknowns in the problem are u(x, t) E JRd and p(x, t) E JR, which denote, 
respectively, the fluid velocity and the hydrostatic pressure at a point x E n, at 
time t E [0, T] . 
We assume that the fluid viscosity, /-L, is a positive constant. The density, p, 
without lost of generality, will be assumed to be normalized to be one. 
The porosity n(x, t), at a point x E n, at time t E [0, T], is defined, in rough 
terms, as the void volume divided by the total volume of small regions in the 
neighborhood of x at time t. Thus, n(x, t) assumes real values between zero and 
one. We observe that the porosity is one in cavities, where, therefore, the flow 
is free. At points (x, t) such that the porosity is zero, the material medium is 
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purely solid and can be excluded of the flow region. Throughout this work, we 
will assume that the porosity satisfies 0 < n(x, t) :5 1. 
F is a force term due to friction between the granular porous medium and the 
fluid. On physical grounds, F is a continuous function satisfying limz'-+l F(z) = 0 
and limz-+o F(z) = 00 (see Prieur du Plessis and Masliyah in [8] for an expression 
for F.) We remark that our results will not depend on that particular expression 
for F. 
A known external force field, like gravity, is denoted g(x, t) and may be acting 
on the flow. 
In cartesian coordinates, we have 
d au . (U'V'U)i = ~u·-· ~ JBx · j=l J 
We observe that the above equations are different from those usually called 
"porous medium equations". These last are associated to flows in consolidated 
porous media, in which the velocity and the pressure are related (generally by the 
Darcy's Law, or its variants.) 
From the technical point of view, equations (1.1) is related to the Navier-Stokes 
equations for nonhomogeneous fluids (see Antonzev and Kajikov [2] and Lions [6]' 
[7].) as we will see in the paper, whose organization is the following: 
The work is organized as follows: 
In the next section (Section 2), we will fix the notation and recall certain results 
that will be used throughout the paper. In Section 3, by using the Faedo-Galerkin 
method in a Sobolev space context, we will obtain the existence of global weak 
solutions of (1.1). In Section 4 we consider the existence of strong solutions in the 
case that the medium porosity is a perturbation of a constant. As it is expected, 
since the same hold even for the case of the classical Navier-Stokes equations, we 
obtain the existence of strong solutions for small interval of time without requiring 
smallness of the data. Then, either in the case of spatial dimension two or spatial 
dimension three, but now with suitable smallness conditions on the data, we prove 
the existence of global in time strong solutions. 
In short, under suitable conditions, we were able to extend results holding in 
the case of the classical Navier-Stokes equations to equations (1.1). 
2 Preliminaries 
In this section we will fix the notation and, for the reader's convenience, recall 
certain mathematical tools that have been used in the classical study of the N avier-
Stokes equations. 
For a Banach space X, in general, we will denote the norm of a vector v E X 
by Ilvllx. However, being 0 an open, bounded and regular set on IRd and 1 :5 
q :5 00, the norm of a function f E Lq(O) will be denoted Iflq. Since the space 
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L2(0) will be frequently used, the norm of I E L2(0) will be denoted just by 
III to simplify the notation. The inner product of I, g E L2(0) will be denoted 
(j,g) = In I(x)g(x)dx (in this paper, we will always work with real functional 
spaces.) 
For k E IN, we will denote by Hk(O) the usual Sobolev space based on L2(0). 
The closure of the class of COO-functions with compact support in 0 is H&(O). 
The topological dual of H&(O) will be denoted by H-k(O). 
We will use several standard Sobolev imbedding results, which can be found 
in Adams[l] or several other references. In particular, the following inequalities 
can be found, for instance, in Temam [10], pp. 291 and 296: for any v E HJ(O), 
there hold 
(i) Ivl4 ~ 2t lvl!lV'vl!, 
(ii) Ivl4 ~ 2! Ivl t lV'vl i, 
when d = 2, 
when d = 3. 
(2.1) 
Being (X, 1I·lIx) a Banach space, -00 ~ a < b ~ +00 and 1 ~ P < +00, we 
will denote by LP(a, b; X) the class of functions defined on (a, b) and with values 
in X that are p-integrable in the sense of Bochner. With the norm 1I/IILP(a,b,X) = 
( b) lip 111/(t)"~ , U(a,b,X) is also a Banach space. Similarly to the escalar 
case, we also define Loo(a,b,X) and 1I/IILOO(a,b,X). 
The following functional spaces are used in the classical theory of the Navier-
Stokes equations: 
v = {u E (C8"(O))d : div u = O} 
V = closure of V in (Hri(O))d 
H = closure of V in(L2(0))d 
G = {u E (L2(0))d : u = V'p,for some p E Hl(O)} 
The following characterizations are known: 
V={UE(HJ(O))d: divu=O}, 
H = {U E (L2(0))d: div U = 0 and U· Nlan = O}. 
Here, div u = 0 and V'p are understood in the distributional sense; U· Nlan 
denotes the normal trace of u on an (see, for instance,Temam [10]). 
We remark that we identify H and its topological dual H', obtaining the 
continuous and dense inclusions V c H = H' c V. Thus, the inner product in H 
of I E Hand u E V is the same that the duality product in V' e V of I and u: 
(f,u)v',v = (f,u) VI E H Vu E V 
Another very important result is that G = H.L, where H.L denotes the orthog-
onal space of H in the sense of (L2(0))d . Thus, we have the following orthogonal 
decomposition: 
(2.2) 
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which defines the orthogonal projection of £2(0) on H. We denote this projection 
by P and then define the Stokes operator: 
A = -PD. : Dom(A) = V n H2(0) -+ H. 
Important results holding for A (for their proof, see, 'for instance, Rautmann [9], 
pp. 427 and 428) are the following: 
A is a positive definite (symmetric) operador, with compact inverse A-I : 
H -+ H . Thus, the Stokes operator has a sequence of positive eigenvalues ° < 
Al ~ A2 ~ ... Ai -+ ... + 00, with corresponding eigenfunctions {ei}f forming an 
orthogonal basis both in H and V . 
Another important result is the following: 
Lemma 2.1 Let 0 C IRd be a bounded open set with boundary of class C3 . Then 
there is a positive constant C, depending only on 0, such that, given g E £2(0), 
the unique solution v E V, q E £2(0)jIR of the following Stokes Problem: 
is more regular and satisfies 
{ 
-t::-v + 'Vt/J = g, 
dw v = 0, 
ulan = 0, 
We remark that the above regularity of the boundary could weakened. Since sharp 
regularity questions are not the main point in this paper, we will just assume 
hypotheses that are enough to prove the stated results. 
We observe that (2.2) implies that for any v E Vn(H2(0»d there is t/J E Hl(O) 
such that 
- D.v = Av + 'Vt/J. (2.3) 
Writing this last equality as -D.v + 'V(-t/J) = Av and recalling that since v E V 
then div v = ° and vlan = 0, Lemma 2.1 implies in particular that the decompo-
sition (2.3) satisfies 
(2.4) 
For further considerations concerning the Stokes operators, see for instance, Hey-
wood e Rannacher [5J. 
Concerning the nonlinearity corresponding to the convection term in the equa-
tions, the following results can be found in Temam [lOJ, pp. 281 and 292, respec-
tively. 
Lemma 2.2 Let d ~ 4 and u E £2(0, T, V); then the function Bu defined by 
(B(u)(t), v) = b(u(t), u(t), v) = (u· 'Vu, v), Vv E V, t E [0, TJ, 
belongs to £1(0, T, V'). 
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Lemma 2.3 For any u, v, wE HJ(n) we have 
(i) I(u, V'v, w)1 :5 2! lui! lV'ul! lV'vllwl! lV'wl!, when d = 2, 
(ii) I(u, V'v,w)l:5 2IultlV'ulilV'vllwltlV'wli, when d = 3. 
Now, we state an abstract compactness criterion, due to Antonzev and Kajikov 
[2], whose proof can be found, for instance, in Lions [7] . . 
Lemma 2.4 Let 0 < T < 00 and T be a class of functions for which there are 
positive constants Cl and C2 such that for any vET, there hold IivIiL2(o,T;V) + 
IivIiLoo(o,T;H) :5 Cl and IoT - 6 Iv(t + 61) - v(t)1 2dt :5 c261/2 as 6 --+ 0+ 
Then, T is relatively compact subset of LP(O, Tj Lq(n», for any p E [2,00) and 
q E [2,6) satisfying ~ + ~ > ~. 
p 2q 4 
We now recall the well known Gronwall's lemma (Hale [3]), as well as one of 
its generalizations. 
Lemma 2.5 Let f(t) be a nonnegative absolutely continuous function on [0, T], 
satisfying for almost every t the following differential inequality 
f'(t) :5 ¢>(t)f(t) + 1j;(t), 
where ¢>(t) e 1j;(t) are nonnegative integrable functions on [0, T] . Then, 
f(t) :5 exP(lot ¢>(s)ds)[f(O) + lot 1j;(s)ds] for 0:5 t :5 T. 
The following generalization of the above lemma can be found in Heywood [4], 
p.656: 
Lemma 2.6 Let ~(t), w(t), f(t) and h(t) be given nonnegative functions on 
[0, T] . Let g : 1R+ --+ 1R+ be a locally Lipschtz continuous fuction and ~(O) = 
~o ~ O. Suppose that for almost every t it holds 
~'(t) + w(t) :5 g(~(t» + f(t), 
~(O) = ~o ~ O. 
Then, ~(t) :5 F(t, ~o), for t E [0, T(~o)], where F( ·, ~o) is the solution of the 
initial value problem 
F'(t) = g(F(t» + f(t), 
F(O) = ~o, 
and [0, T(~o)] is the maximal interval in which F can be defined. 
When 9 is a nondecreasing function, we also have 
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where F(t, ~o) = ~o + lot [g(F(s, ~o» + f(s)]ds. 
Finally as it is usual in works involving estimates for partial differential equa-
tions, in this paper C will denote a positive generic constant depending only on 
the data of the problem. Only when it will be necessary to distinguish certain 
constants to clarify the argument, we will use other symbols to denote constants. 
3 Weak Solutions 
With the objective of obtaining a suitable (" conservative") weak form of (1.1), 
we proceed as follows: 
First we introduce the functional space 
~= fJ¢ {¢: ¢ E L2(0, T : V), fJt E VlO(O, T j V'), ¢(T) = 0, 
::i E VlO(O, Tj L3/2(n»} . 
J 
(3.1) 
Now, formally we divide the first equation in (1.1) by n a?d observe that 
u' =.!!:.- (!:) + un' . 
n dt n n2 
Then, we take the inner product in L2 (QT) of the resulting equation with a 
function v E ~. After some integrations by parts, we have the following weak 
formulation for (1.1): given tio E Hand 9 E L2(0, T, V'), find u E L2(0, T, V) n 
L=(O, T, H) such that, for any ¢ E ~, it holds 
iT u fJ¢ iT n' - (-, -)dt + (2"U' ¢)dt 
onfJt on 
d d 
"" 1 u . u fJ¢ · "" 1 fJ ( 1 ) U· 
- L.., 2~_'dxdt + L.., - - Uj~¢idxdt 
. '-1 QT n n fJXj . '-1 QT fJXj n n 
'l,}- 1.,3-
+I1-IoT ("Vu, "V (~) ¢)dt + I1-IoT ("Vu, ~"V¢)dt 
loT F(n) iT Uo +11- (-u,¢)dt = (g,v)dt + (-( O),¢(O». 
o on " 
(3.2) 
We remark that we will assume conditions on n that will guarantee that n(·,O) 
makes sense. The condition fJfJ¢i E L=(O, Tj L3/2(n» in the definition of the 
Xj 
functional space ~ (see (3.1» is introduced in order that the third term in (3.2) 
make sense (this could be relaxed a little.) 
A solution of the above problem will be called a weak solution of (1.1). 
Concerning (3.2),we have the following result: 
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Theorem 3.1 Let 0 C /Rd, with d = 2,3 be an open bounded set, with Lipschitz 
boundary and 0 < T $ 00. Also, let be given Uo E H, g E L2(0, T, V') and 
a continuous function F : (0,1] --+ /R+ . Suppose that the porosity n : QT = 
O x (0, T) --+ (0, 1] satisfies 
n E Loo(QT), with 0 < no $ n(x,t) $1, V(x,t) E QT 
n' E L2(0,TjLt(0» n Ll(O,TjLoo(O» 
V'n E L2(0, Tj Loo(O» n Loo(O, T j L3(0» 
Then, there exists a solution u E L2(0, Tj V) n Loo(O, Tj H) of {3.2}. 
Remark 3.1 The hydrostatic pressure can be recovered by proceeding exacty as 
in Temam [lO] j we find p E L2(0, Tj L2(0» such that (u , p) satify, in the sense of 
L2(0 , T j H-1(0», the 'following equations 
{ U t + U · V'(;) - J1-f).u + nV'p + J1-F(n)u = ng, 
div u = O. 
The corresponding initial condition makes sense in a form that is a little weaker 
than that expressed in (1.1) : first we observe that, with the ,help of (2.2) it is easy 
to show that 
u u 
Thus, we have - E C(O, T j V'), and so we can talk about -(0) . Then, in a 
n n 
standard way it is possible to prove that 
~(O)-~ 
n - n(·,O)" 
With a little more of regularity, for either u or n, which is the case of the strong 
solutions to be constructd in the next section, for instance, this last equaltity 
would im~ly that u(O) = Uo. 
Remark 3.2 Obviously, variants of the above conditions on the porosity are pos-
sible. 
For instance, the condition n' E L2(0, Tj L3/2(0) is enough to guarantee that 
the second term in (3.2) makes sense in spatial dimension d = 3 (and also when 
d = 20. However, when d = 2, this condition could be relaxed.) 
The result of Theorem 3.1 is also true, with slight modifications in the proof, 
when the conditions on n are instead 
n E Loo(QT), with 0 < no $ n(x, t) $ 1, Vex, t) E QT 
n' E Loo(O,T, L!(O», 
V'n E Loo(O, T, L3(0», 
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with the last two with small enough norms. 
In the special case of dimension two (d = 2), the conditions on n can also be 
replaced by 
or even 
n' E £1(0, T; £ OO(n)) n £2(0, T; £P(n)) for some p> 1, 
'\In E £2(0, T; £OO(n)) n £ 00 (0, T; £q(n)) for some q> 2; 
n' E £00(0, T, £p(n)) for some p> 1, 
'\In E £00(0, T, £ q(n)), for some q > 2, 
both with small enough norms. 
We also remark that the above smallness conditions depend only on no and J.L. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: By a standard argument, it is enough to prove the result 
when ° < T < 00 . Thus, in the rest of the proof, we will assume this condition. 
We will use the Faedo-Galerkin method. For this, let (Vi)iEJN be a basis of V 
and for each mE IN, define the m-dimensional subspace Vm = span[vl' V2 , ... , vmJ. 
Now, restricting (3.2) to Vm , by the regularity of the elements of Vm , we can do 
integration by parts again and then obtain the following approximate problem: 
m 
for each m E IN, we have to find um(x, t) = L Ci,m(t)Vi(X) such that for all 
i=l 
v E Vm , it holds 
{ 
(U;;, v) + (u;: . '\l (U;: ) ,v) + J.L ('\l Um, '\l ( ~) v) 
1 F(n) 
+J.L('\lum, -'\lv) + J.L(--um,v) = (g,v), 
n n 
um(O) = UOm, 
(3.3) 
where UO m is a given sequence converging to Uo in H, and thus there exists a 
constant C such that Iuoml :S Cluol. 
As it is usual with the Faedo-Galerkin method, for each m E IN, the above 
corresponde to a initial value problem for a system of ordinary differential equa-
tions for the coefficients Ci,m(t), i = 1, . . . , m. Caratheodory's local existence 
and uniqueness theorem (Hale [3]) then guarantees the existence of T m > ° and 
Um : [0, Tm) --> Vm, solution of (3.3). 
Now, we proceed with the derivation of suitable estimates for Um. 
By doing the time derivative in the first term and taking v = U m , after some 
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computations, we obtain 
(3.4) 
By taking € > ° such that Cl = 2J.l - 2€ > 0, we conclude that there is a positive 
constant C such that 
d 1 Um 12 1'\7 (Um ) 12 2 1 [fJfi(n) 12 
- - + Cl + J.l --Um 
dt Vn Vn n 
~ C IIgll~, + C (In'(t)loo + l'\7n(t)I!o) 1 ~12 
(3.5) 
Hence, by using Gronwall's inequality (Lemma 2.5) and remembering that 
0< no ~ n(x, t), we obtain that 
{um}f is uniformly bounded in L2(0, T; V) n Loo(O, T; H). (3.6) 
Now, a t-estimate, or at least some fractional t-derivative estimate, is necessary 
in order to be able use a compactness argument. For this, we proceed in a similar 
way as in the case of non-homogeneous fluids (see, for instance, Lions [6]). 
We observe that (3.3) can be written as 
where 
dd (Um ,v) = (Fm(t),v), "Iv E Vm, tn · 
Then, it is easy to verify that 
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Now, we proceed similarly as in Lions [6J: being 8 a small positive number, for 
t E [0, T - 8], we integrate (3.7) from t to t + 8 and take v = Um (t + 8) - Um (t)) 
in the result, to obtain 
«(U;) (t+8) _ (U;) (t), um(t+8) -um(t)) = (It+O Fm(s)ds, um(t+8) -um(t)). 
(3.10) 
Now, let us define 
1 . 
Xm(t) = (n(t + 8) [um(t + 8) - um(t)], um(t + 8) - um(t)), 
1 1 
Ym(t) = ([n(t + 8) - n(t)Jum(t), um(t + 8) - um(t)). 
Then (3.10) can be writen as 
(3.11) 
Now, we observe that 
Thus, 
On the other hand, using (3.9) one verifies that 
and so, with the above estimates, (3.11) implies that 
1T-oIXm(t)ldt :=:; C81/ 2 . 
Since n(x, t) ~ no > 0, this last inequality implies that for any small 8 > ° there 
holds 
(3.12) 
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Thus, (3.6) and (3.12) imply that we can apply Lemma 2.4 to the sequence 
{UrnH''', to conclude that 
{urnH''' remains in a compact set ofV'(O,TjLq(O» 
1 3 3 
for any p E [2,00), q E [2,6), such that p + 2q > 4· (3.13) 
Therefore, there is a function U and a subsequence, which we still denote {urnHO, 
such that 
Urn -+ U weakly-* in LOO(O, Tj H), 
Urn -+ U weakly in L2(0, Tj V), 
Urn -+ U stronly in V'(O, Tj Lq(O», with p and q as in (3.13) . 
(3.14) 
Now, we we take the inner product in L2(QT) of (3.3) with ¢J(x, t) = 1/I(t)v(x), 
where 1/1 E C1(,[0, T]) is such that 1/I(T) = ° and v E Vrn . By doing the same 
integrations by parts as those done in the formal derivation of (3.2), we are left 
with 
(3.15) 
Now, as in Lions [6] or [7], the convergences in (3.14) are enough to pass the 
limit as m -+ +00 in (3.15) and obtain that (3.2) is true for any ¢J that is a finite 
linear combinations of functions of the above form. Since these functions form a 
dense set in 1 (see the definition of 1 in (3.1», we conclude U satisfies (3.2) with 
any ¢J E 1. 2 
4 Strong Solutions 
In this section we will consider the existence of solutions of (1.1) that are more reg-
ular than those considered in the previous section. Such solutions will correspond 
to data that are also more regular than the ones in Theorem 3.1 (in particular, we 
will need more regular initial conditions) , and they will be called strong solutions 
of (1.1) . 
Our first result is a local existence theorem for such solutions: 
Theorem 4.1 Let n c lRd , with d = 2 or 3, be an open and bounded set with 
boundary of class C 3 • Let Uo E V, g E LOO(O, T, L2(0» and F : (0,1] -+ lR a 
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continuous function. Suppose also that the porosity n : QT = 0 X (0, T) -+ (0,1] 
is such that n E Loo(QT) , V'n E Loo(O, T, L6(0)) C Loo(O, T, L3(0)) and n' E 
Loo(QT) ' If there is 0 < n < 1 such that lin - nIILOC(QT)' IIV'nIILOC(O,TP(f!» and 
Iln'IILOC(QT) are small enough, then there is T = T(T,O, lIuollv) E (O,T] such that 
the solution u of (3.2) satisfies u E Loo(O, T, V) n L2(0, T, (H2(0)))d. 
Proof: 
We start by observing that if Iln(x, t) - nIILOC(QT) is small enough, there is 
no > 0 such that . 
o < no ~ n(x, t) ~ 1 (4.1) 
almost everywhere in QT. In what follows, we will assume that this holds. 
Then, the above hypotheses imply those of Theorem 3.1, we already know that 
there is a solution in L2(0, T, V) n Loo(O, T, H). We have to prove that there is 
o < T ~ T such that actually U E Loo(O, Tj V) n L2(0, Tj H2(0)). For this, it is 
enough to obtain estimates in Loo(O, Tj V) and L2(0, Tj H2(0)) holding uniformly 
for approximate solutions U m built as in the previous section. 
In order to to this, we will consider approximate solutions built using the 
spectral basis, {ei}i'" associated to the Stokes operator A . That is, we will work 
with the basis formed by the eigenfunctions of A (see their prop.erties in Section 
1.) As previouly, we define 
Vm = span [ell ... , em] 
m 
um(x, t) = L c; ,m(t)ei(x) 
i=l 
Now, the weak formulation can then be written as: 
(4.2) 
where now UOm -+ Uo in V, and thus for any mE IN we have Iluomliv ~ Clluollv 
for a fixed positive constant C. 
As in the previous section, we have that these approximate solution is defined 
on [0, T] and that (3.6) hold for them. 
Now, we observe that by our choice of basis, for v E Vm , we have that Av E Vm . 
Thus, we can take w = AUm in equation (4.2), to obtain, after an integration by 
parts in the third term, 
(4.3) 
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To estimate the terms in the above equation, we recall that (2.3) implies that 




with a constant C > ° independent of t E [0, TJ and m E IN. 
With the help of (4.4), we can rewrite the first term in (4.3) as 
(4.6) 
Now, we observe that 
(4.7) 
Using this observation in (4.6), we obtain 
Again using (4.4) , the third term in (4.3) can be rewriten as . 
Substituting the last two identities in (4.3) and collecting the terms, leave us 
with 
~~ \V'um \2 
2 dt ..fii 
(4.8) 
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Now, we can take w = u~ in (4.2) to obtain 
{ 
u~, Urn (Urn)' V1u~ (-, urn) + (- . V1 - ,urn) + J.L(V1urn , --) 
n n n n 
+J.L(V1urn , V1 (~) u~) + J.L(F~n) urn'~) = (g, u~) 
By using (4.7) in the third term of the above equation, we obtain · 
{ I~I' 
By adding (4.8) and (4.9), we are left with 
Now, we have to estimate the absolute value everyone of the terms appearing 
in the right-hand side of equation (4.10) . In the following, we will use the letters 
a and b to denote small positive constants that will be chosen later on. 
The first term is estimated as follows: 
The second term in right-hand side of (4.10) is estimated as: 
Before we estimate the third term in the right-hand side of (4.10), we observe that 
if we define the function r(x, t) by 
1 1 
-(-) = = + rex, t), 
n X,t n 
(4.11) 
then it satisfies 
(4.12) 
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with the constant C = l/(non). 
Then, by using the above, (4.5) and (2.2), the third term in the right-hand 
side of (4.10) is estimated as follows: 
The fourth term in the right-hand side of (4.10) is estimated as follows: 
The first of the above terms is estimated by using (2.1): 
I(u: . V':m ,Aum)1 ~ luml41V'uml4lAuml 
~ 3 ~ 3 ~ IUmI41V'UmI41V'UmI4I1UmI112(O) IAuml 
51 7 C I V'um 110 I AUm 12 ~ C1V'umI4 Aum l4 ~ ~ y'n + a y'n 
(4.13) 
The second of the two terms is estimated as 
It: . V' (~) um,Aum)1 ~ C1V'nI6Iuml~IAuml 
C IV' 121 V'Um 14 I AUm 12 ~~ n6 y'n +a y'n . 
(4.14) 
The fifth term in the right-hand side of (4.10) is estimated again with the help of 
(4.11), (4.12) and (2.2): 
= 1 ~(V'1j!rn ' AUrn) + (rV'1j!rn , AUrn) 1 
::; 0 + Olin - nIIU"'(QT) I Afo 12 . 
The sixth term in the right-hand side of (4.10) can be estimated as 
I(F(n) A )1 CIV'um12 IAurn l2 Urn, Urn ~ ~ +a ~ n a yn yn 
The seventh and the last term in the right-hand side of (4.10) are estimated in 
similar way: 
C 2 AUrn I 1
2 
l(g,Aurn)1 ~ ~Igl +a y'n , 
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The eighth term in the right-hand side of (4.10) is estimated as the fourth: 
The first of these two terms, for any positive a and b, can be estimated by . 
I (Urn . V' Urn ,u' ) I n n m $ IUmI41V'umI4Iu~1 $ lumltlV'umltlV'umlt lIumllt2(O) lu~1 
$ ClV'umliIAurnltlu~1 $ C1V'urnljIAuml! +alu~12 
< C I V'Um 110 bi Aurn l2 a alu~12 
-- ab vn + vn + vn 
The second of the above terms can be estimated similarly as in (4.14): 
Finally, the nineth term in the right-hand side of (4.10) is estimated as 
I(F(n) ')1 C 1 V'Um 12 1 U~ 12 Urn, Urn $ r:;; + a r:;; n a yn yn ( 4.15) 
Substituting all the previous estimates in (4.10) and collecting the terms that 
are similar, we obtain 
( 4.16) 
Here, the constant C = C(O, J.t, no, a, b), while the constant C = C(O, J.t, no), but 
it does not depend on a and b. After choosing a and b such that J.t - 5a - b > ° e 
1 - 5a > 0, we can take I€ILOO(QT) and lV'nILOO(O,T;£3(O» small enough such that 
the constants in the second and third terms in the inequality above are positiw. 
Thus, we can use Lemma 2.6 to conclude that there is T E (0, T] and continuous 
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functions G(·) and GO defined on [0, T] such that for all t E [0, T] 
1 VUrn(t)J v'n(t) 12 ~ G(t), 
it IU~(t)J Vnmf dt ~ G(t), 
°t 11 Aurn(t)J v'n(t) 12 dt ~ G(t) . 
41 
The fact that no ~ n(x, t) and the ellipticity of the Stokes operator A, together 
with the above estimates, furnish the required uniform in m E IN estimates for 
Urn, and the theorem is proved. 2 
Now, we are going to use to show conditions guaranteeing the existence of 
global in time strong solutions: 
Theorem 4.2 Suppose that when the spatial dimension is d = 2, we have the 
conditions stated in Theorem 4.1. Then, the strong solution obtained there is 
global (that is, we can take T = T). 
Suppose that when the spatial dimension is d = 3, we have the conditions stated 
in Theorem 4.1 and, moreover, that the porosity n satisfies n' E L oo( QT) and 
Vn E Loo (QT) , with small enough norms. Then, the strong solution of Theorem 
4.1 is global (that is, we can take T = T). 
Remark 4.1 In this theorem T could be +00 
Proof: By the above hypotheses, the existence of a solution in L2(0, T, V) n 
LOO (O, T , H) is guaranteed by T heorem 3.1 in any of the above cases. 
In both cases, it is enough to prove the corresponding estimates for the Faedo-
Galerkin approximations Urn. 
Let us consider first the simpler case in which the spatial dimension is d = 2. 
In this situation, we must reconsider the derivation of (4.16). In fact, the only 
term that must be reestimated is (4.13). This is done as follows: 
Now, we observe that, since Urn E L2(0, T, V) n Loo(O, T, H), the function 
is well-defined. 
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With this remark and the above estimate, working as before, we end up with 
a a differential inequality similar to (4.16), but now in a situation in which we 
can work as in the two dimensional case for the classical Navier-Stokes equations. 
Then, we can apply directly Gronwall's Lemma in ·this new inequality, and we 
obtain the required estimates without imposing further restrictions on the data. 
This finishes the proof in the case d = 2. 
Now, let us consider the case d = 3. 
We will show that sup l'Vum(-, t)12 S; C under the supplementary conditions 
O$t~T 
that Iluoliv and IlgIILOO(O,T;£2(O» are small enough. 
. . I U m I I 'Vum I For this, we first observe that by usmg the fact that Vn S; C n ,when . 
Iln'IILOO(Qr) + lI'Vnllioo(Qr) is small enough, (3.5) implies that 
! 10t12 + C I 'Vfo 12 S; Clg(tW· 
This implies that there is C > 0, independent of mE lN, such that 
II u;;112 S; C(luol2 + Ilgllioo(o,T;L2(O»)· yn Loo(O,T;L2(O» (4.17) 
Now, we observe that, in the derivation of (4.16), if we had estimated the term 
( F(n) , ). ( ) 
--Um, um m 4.10 as 
n 
(F(n)Um'U~) S; Ca- 1 luml2 +alu~12, 
n 
with any a > 0, after choosing suitable small a and b as before, (4.16) would 
become the following inequality: 
~ 1 'VUm 12 + C I AUm 12 S; C 1 Um 12 + C21 'VUm 14 + C31 'VUm 110 + Clg(t)12. 
dt Vn Vn Vn Vn Vn 
Now, we use l'Vuml S; CIAuml in the second term in the left hand-side of this last 
inequality, as well as the estimate (4.17), to obtain 
d 'VUm 'VUm 'VUm 'VUm I 12 I 14 I 110 I 12 dt Vn S; C1S(UO,g) + C2 Vn + C3 Vn - C4 Vn ' 
where S(uo, g) = C(luol2 + Iigliioo(o,T;£2(O»)· 
By calling ¢>(t) = 1 ~ 12 , the last inequality is written as: 
n(·, t) 2 . 
¢>' S; C1S(UO,g) + C2¢>2 + C3¢>5 - C4¢>, 
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with fixed positive constants Ci , for i = 1, . .. , 4. 
Now, we choose N = N(C2 , C3, C4) large enough in order that: 
C N 3 +C < C4N4 
2 3 2 ' 
1 C4 
and, once such N is fixed, take Uo and 9 such that S(uo, g) :5 N 2C1 ' Under the 
these conditions, we have 
, C4 C 2 C 5 C ¢ :5 2N + 2¢ + 3¢ - 4¢· 
Now, the continuous function H(·) defined by H(z) = ~~ + C 2 Z2 + C3z5 - C4Z 
satisfies H (0) > 0 and 
H(~) = C4 C2 C3 _ C4 = C2 N3 + C3 - (C4/2)N4 0 
N W+W+~ N ~ < 
Thus, there exists a root of H , R , such that 0 < R <1.7 . 
Consider now the following scalar initial value problem: 
z' = H(z) = ~~ + C2 Z2 + C3Z5 - C4z, 
z(O) = lV'uol. 
no 
Since F(z ) > 0 for z E [0, R) and H(R) = 0, for any initial condition z(O) E (0, R) 
we have z( ·) globally defined and z(t) < R , for all t E [0,00). 
Now, because ¢(O) :5 z(O), we can apply results on differential inequalities (see 
for instance Hale [3]) for Uo and e 9 satisfying at same time 
{ luol2 + IIgll~oo (o ,T ; £2(n» :5 ~ 2~1 ' 
lV'uol2 < Rno . 
We conclude that ¢O is globally defined and that 0 :5 ¢(t) :5 z(t) :5 R for all 
t E [0,00) . 
With the above information, returning to (4), we obtain all the required ,uni-
form in m E DV estimates. Thus, the theorem is proved. 2 
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